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We examine the post-Newtonian limit of the minimal exponential measure (MEMe) model pre-
sented in [J. C. Feng, S. Carloni, Phys. Rev. D 101, 064002 (2020)] using an extension of the
parameterized post-Newtonian (PPN) formalism which is also suitable for other type-I minimally
modified Gravity theories. The new PPN expansion is then used to calculate the monopole term
of the post-Newtonian gravitational potential and to perform an analysis of circular orbits within
spherically symmetric matter distributions. The latter shows that the behavior does not differ sig-
nificantly from that of general relativity for realistic values of the MEMe model parameter q. Instead
the former shows that one can use precision measurements of Newton’s constant G to improve the
constraint on q by up to 10 orders of magnitude.

I. INTRODUCTION

A recent article [1] introduced a class of generalized
coupling theories (GCTs), the simplest of which was
termed the minimal exponential measure (MEMe) model.
These are modified theories of gravity that do not in-
troduce new dynamical degrees of freedom; rather, they
modify the interaction between spacetime and matter in
a manner that preserves the Einstein equivalence princi-
ple (all matter is minimally coupled to an effective space-
time geometry). According to the classification scheme
of [2–4], GCTs and the MEMe model are Type I mini-
mally modified gravity (MMG) theories, since they only
have two dynamical degrees of freedom and admit an Ein-
stein frame (in the sense that the theories may be rewrit-
ten as general relativity [GR] with a modified source).
While it was shown in [1] that the dynamical behavior
of the MEMe model differs significantly from GR under
the conditions present in the early Universe and within
a matter distribution, the MEMe model reduces to GR
in a vacuum—in this respect, the MEMe model is qual-
itatively similar to the Eddington-inspired Born Infeld
(EiBI) theory [5]. However, the predictions of the MEMe
model differ from those of GR within a matter distribu-
tion and in its coupling to matter. The purpose of the
present article is to determine the degree to which these
differences can be measured in the post-Newtonian limit.

Modified gravity theories, i.e. those that attempt to
go beyond GR, have been extensively studied for at least
three motivations: (i) to understand or solve mysteries
in cosmology such as the origins of dark energy, dark
matter, and inflation; (ii) to help develop the theory of
quantum gravity; and (iii) to understand GR itself. Re-
garding (iii), even if GR is the genuine description of
gravity in our Universe for a certain range of scales, the
only way to prove it experimentally or observationally

is to constrain possible deviations from GR by experi-
ments or observations. In this regard, it is useful to have
a universal parameterization of possible deviations from
GR. For Solar System scales, the so-called parameterized
post-Newtonian (PPN) formalism proved to be particu-
larly useful. The standard PPN formalism includes ten
parameters to parameterize deviations from GR and cov-
ers a wide range of gravitational theories beyond GR [6].
However, there is no guarantee that the standard PPN
formalism can be applied to all modified gravity theo-
ries. For example, in gravitational theories without the
full diffeomorphism invariance, one cannot, in general,
adopt the standard PPN gauge and thus may have to in-
troduce additional PPN potentials or parameters (see e.g.
[7]). The MEMe model we consider here also requires an
extension of the standard PPN formalism for a different
reason: the nontrivial matter coupling inevitably gen-
erates potentials that are not included in the standard
PPN formalism. These potentials are not only relevant
in themselves, but they are also necessary to compute the
standard ten PPN parameters.1

In this article, we shall construct an extension of the
PPN formalism appropriate for a subclass of type-I MMG
and GCTs based on additional PPN potentials. We will
then focus on the MEMe model, finding that one must
add to the PPN metric a single new potential, which
we denote Ψ, and some additional counterterms. All of
the counterterms are proportional to the pressure, mass

1 From the bottom-up point of view, the ten PPN parameters are
in principle independent. (Note, however, that there is one rela-
tion that is expected to hold for all reasonable theories [8].) On
the other hand, from the top-down point of view, once a specific
theory of modified gravity is fixed, then the PPN parameters are
written in terms of the parameters of the theory.
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density, and energy density for a fluid, so they vanish
outside matter sources. This is, however, not the case
for Ψ. Hence the PPN parameters for the MEMe model
in the case of a test particle in an external field agree with
those of GR except for the coefficient associated with Ψ.

In the context of the MEMe model, we find that the
effects of the potential Ψ can be absorbed into the New-
tonian potential outside a matter distribution. This re-
sult suggests that the modification to the matter cou-
plings can in the post-Newtonian limit be reinterpreted
as a density-dependent modification of the gravitational
constant G. Comparing with [9], we argue that current
laboratory methods can improve the constraint on the
(single) parameter q in the MEMe model by 10 orders of
magnitude over the speed of light constraint discussed in
[1].

We also study circular orbits in the presence of spher-
ically symmetric matter distributions and compare the
predictions of the MEMe model with GR. Our findings
suggest that in most astrophysical systems, the presence
of a dilute matter distribution does not significantly af-
fect the motion of matter in the MEMe model.

This paper is organized as follows. First, we review the
MEMe model and GCTs in Sec. II. We then discuss the
Newtonian limit in Sec. III and develop the PPN formal-
ism for the MEMe model in Sec. IV. Afterward, in Sec. V
we consider to post-Newtonian order the monopole term
for the MEMe model and discuss how constraints on the
variation of the effective gravitational constant may be
used to constrain the parameter q in the MEMe model.
Finally, in Sec. VI we compare the behavior of circular
orbits within a spherically symmetric matter distribution
in the MEMe model to that of GR. Section VII is then
devoted to a summary of the paper and some discussions.

II. GENERALIZED COUPLING THEORIES
AND THE MEME MODEL

Generalized coupling theories are defined by an action
of the form [1]

SGC =

∫
d4x

[
1

2κ
(R− 2 [Λ− λ(1− F )])

√
−g

+ Lm[φ, g··]
√
−g
]
,

(1)

where the metric gµν is assumed to have the form

gµν = Ξ(A·
·)Aµ

αAν
β gαβ , (2)

and the function F = F (A·
·) is chosen so that in a vac-

uum Aµ
α = δµ

α is an extremum of the action. Upon
varying the action with respect to the metric and re-
membering that Aµ

α is independent of gµν , one obtains
field equations of the form

Gµν + [Λ− λ (1− F )] gµν = κΞ |A··| Āαµ Āβν Tαβ , (3)

(δµ
α−Aµα)fνα = Ξ2 |A··|

[
Tαβ g

µ(α Āβ)
ν + T

1

2 Ξ

∂Ξ

∂Aµν

]
,

(4)
where Āαµ is the inverse of Aµ

α and fνα = fνα(A·
·).

The MEMe model, discussed at length in [1], is a sim-
ple example of a generalized coupling theory. The MEMe
model is defined by the following action:

S[φ, g··, A·
·] =

∫
d4x

{
1

2κ

[
R− 2 Λ̃

]√
−g

+

(
Lm[φ, g··]− λ

κ

)√
−g
}
,

(5)

where κ := 8πG and the Jordan-frame metric gµν is de-
fined (with A := Aσ

σ) as

gµν = e(4−A)/2Aµ
αAν

β gαβ , (6)

and Λ̃ = Λ−λ, with Λ being the observed value of the cos-
mological constant. Unless stated otherwise, indices are
raised and lowered using the metric gµν and gµν . Defin-
ing the parameter

q :=
κ

λ
, (7)

the equation of “motion” for Aµ
α takes the following

form:

Aβ
α − δβα = q [(1/4)TAβ

α − Tβν g
αν ] , (8)

where Tµν is the energy-momentum tensor defined by the
functional derivative of

∫
Lm[φ, g··]

√
−g d4x, and T :=

gµνTµν . Here, we assume qT 6= 4. Since Eq. (8) is
an algebraic equation for Aµ

α, the tensor Aµ
α does not

introduce additional dynamical degrees of freedom. The
trace of Eq. (8) implies A = Aσ

σ = 4. The gravitational
equations are (setting A = 4)

Gµν+[Λ− λ (1− |A··|)] gµν = κ |A··| Āαµ Āβν Tαβ , (9)

where Āαµ is the inverse of Aµ
α as already explained and

|A··| = det(A·
·). One may see from the form of Eq. (9)

that the MEMe model admits an Einstein frame in the
sense of [2], making this a type-I MMG. Here, the oper-
ating definition for an Einstein frame is a choice of vari-
ables in which a theory is recast as GR with a modified
source, which may involve additional degrees of freedom.
We define the Jordan frame as a choice of variables in
which matter is minimally coupled to the metric tensor.
In the MEMe model, it is the frame in which matter is
coupled to the metric tensor gµν . We should stress how-
ever that, despite some similarities, these frames are not
related to the well-known conformal transformations in
modified gravity. The choice of frame is important also
because it specifies the worldlines of free-falling test par-
ticles: since matter is minimally coupled to the Jordan-
frame metric, one expects that small clumps of matter
follow the worldlines of test particles as defined by the
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Jordan-frame metric.2 For this reason, the Jordan frame
is the most physically relevant choice.

Equation (8) can be solved exactly for a single perfect
fluid. The dual (lowered-index) fluid four-velocity uµ is
constructed from the gradients of the potentials, so it is
appropriate to regard uµ to be the metric-independent
fluid variables. The energy-momentum tensor for the
fluid takes the form

Tµν =
(
ρ+ p

)
uµuν + p gµν , (10)

the Jordan-frame trace of which is T = 3p−ρ. Note that,
while gµνuµuν = −1, gµνuµuν 6= −1. It is useful also
to define a dual four-velocity vector which is normalized
with respect to the Einstein-frame metric gµν . Defining
ε := gµνuµuν , one can obtain such a four-velocity (defin-
ing uµ := gµνuν):

Uµ := uµ/
√
−ε, (11)

where uµ = gµνuν , and it follows that uµ uν = −εUµ Uν .
Since the MEMe model admits two metric tensors gµν

and gµν , one should be careful when raising and lowering
the indices of the four-velocity—while the (dual) vector
uµ is the lowered index Jordan-frame four-velocity, the
raised index Jordan-frame four-velocity uµ is defined as
the following:

uµ := gµν uν , (12)

which is in general not equal to uµ. One may ob-
tain a simple relationship between the respective raised
and lowered components of the Jordan-frame fluid four-
velocity uµ and uν by first noting that Aµ

αuα ∝ uµ
and Āαµuα ∝ uµ; it follows that uµ ∝ uµ (where
uµ = gµνu

ν). One may then write uµ = a uµ where a
is some factor. Now recall that uµu

µ = ε, and since
uµu

µ = uµ uµ g
µν = −1, one can show that a = −1/ε

and obtain the result

uµ = −ε uµ, (13)

Uµ =
√
−ε uµ. (14)

It follows that uµu
µ = 1/ε, and Uµ Uν = −ε uµ uν .

Given the following ansatz for Aµ
α

Aµ
α = Y δµ

α − εZ Uµ Uα, (15)

one can easily solve Eq. (8), with the result:

Y =
4(1− p q)

4− q (3 p− ρ)

Z = −
q (p+ ρ)[4− q (3 p− ρ)]

4 (q ρ+ 1)2

ε = −
16 (q ρ+ 1)2

[4− q (3 p− ρ)]2
.

(16)

2 One should keep in mind that since Aβ
α = δβ

α in a vacuum,
the Einstein- and Jordan-frame metrics coincide in the absence
of matter.

The inverse Āαµ = [δµ
α + εZ(Y + εZ)−1UµU

α]/Y has
a similar form. The gravitational equation (9) takes the
form

Gµν = κTµν , (17)

where Tµν is the effective energy-momentum tensor in
the Einstein frame defined by

Tµν = (τ1 + τ2) Uµ Uν + τ2 gµν , (18)

and

τ1 = |A··| (p+ ρ)− τ2,

τ2 =
|A··| (p q − 1) + 1

q
− Λ

κ
,

(19)

with the following expression for the determinant:

|A··| = det(A·
·) =

256 (1− p q)3(q ρ+ 1)

[4− q (3p− ρ)]4
. (20)

So far, the gravitational field equations (3), (9), and
(17) are written as dynamical equations for the metric
tensor gµν . One can in principle attempt to reexpress
the field equations in terms of the metric gµν . This can
be done by solving Eq. (6) for gµν and inserting the
resulting expression into the Einstein tensor to obtain
an expression for the gravitational field equations in the
Jordan frame. In this case the resulting field equation will
contain derivatives up the second order of the tensor Aµ

α.
We do not report here the form of such an equation which
is rather long. However, we wish to highlight this feature
of the Jordan-frame field equations as it is relevant for
the following discussion on the distinction between the
MEMe model and other modified gravity theories and
also the extension of the PPN formalism that we will
present in the next section.

It is perhaps appropriate to summarize here some prop-
erties and features of the MEMe model. The tensor Aµ

α

is an auxiliary field satisfying an algebraic equation (8),
so it does not contain additional dynamical degrees of
freedom. The MEMe model therefore does not intro-
duce dynamical instabilities beyond those already present
in general relativity (such as Jeans instability). How-
ever, if one imagines the coupling tensor Aµ

α to be a
coarse-grained description for dynamical degrees of free-
dom, then one can treat the term containing λ = κ/q in
Eq. (5) as a potential; in that case, the requirement that
the solutions be dynamically stable suggests that λ < 0.
The parameter λ may be interpreted as a vacuum energy
for the matter fields, and a negative vacuum energy is
expected for matter models motivated by string theory
and supersymmetry [10]. At energy scales close to λ,
the Jordan-frame metric (and Aµ

α) becomes degenerate,
which is compatible with the general expectation that
the vacuum energy corresponds to the scale at which the
effective spacetime geometry breaks down. On the other
hand, the gravitational metric remains well behaved in
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this limit, with Eq. (9) reducing to the Einstein field
equations for a de Sitter or anti de Sitter vacuum with ef-
fective cosmological constant −λ; this property has been
used in [1] to show that the MEMe model qualitatively
exhibits inflationary behavior in the early Universe for
λ < 0.

The reader may note that the MEMe model superfi-
cially resembles other modified gravity theories that can
be interpreted as a modification of the gravitational cou-
pling, such as scalar-tensor theory or disformal theories
[11–15]. Indeed, as pointed out in [1], the Jordan metric
gµν may be viewed as a type of vector disformal trans-
formation [13]. However, the difference here is that the
MEMe model, being an MMG, does not introduce addi-
tional dynamical degrees of freedom; the components of
the tensor Aµ

α can be expressed directly in terms of the
fluid quantities ρ, p, uµ and the metric. As discussed in
[16], the addition of an auxiliary field in a gravitational
theory will generically produce terms involving deriva-
tives of the energy-momentum tensor in the field equa-
tions. While the MEMe model evades this problem in
the Einstein frame, the derivatives of Aµ

α present in the
Jordan-frame equations discussed in the preceding para-
graph will by way of Eq. (8) generate terms containing
up to second-order derivatives of Tµν . The standard PPN
formalism is not equipped to handle such terms, and in
the following sections, we propose and develop methods
for dealing with this obstacle.

III. NEWTONIAN LIMIT OF THE MEME
MODEL

It is helpful to first consider the Newtonian limit of the
MEMe model. In doing so, we will assume that q is at
most of order one. Such a choice is motivated by the val-
ues that we have found for the modulus of q in [1]. This
assumption, combined with the smallness assumption on
ρ that is made in the Newtonian and post-Newtonian
analysis, implies that in our calculation we have at most
qρ ∼ O(ε), where ε = 1/c2.

Our primary aim in this section is to identify and study
the Newtonian potential in the MEMe model. We begin
by expressing Eq. (17) in the form

Rµν = 8πG

(
Tµν −

1

2
gµνT

)
, (21)

where T = gαβT
αβ .

In an appropriately chosen coordinate system (see also
Chap. 4 of [6, 17] for further discussion), the (0, 0) com-
ponent becomes

R00 ≈ 4πGT00, (22)

where we have used the fact that in the Newtonian limit

Tij
T00
� 1. (23)

From Eq. (19), and taking into account the fact that in
our approximation det(A) ≈ 1, we obtain

T00 ≈ ρ, (24)

so that, defining R00 = ∆ΦE (with ∆ being the Lapla-
cian),

∆ΦE = 4πGρ. (25)

However, from an operational point of view, an ac-
celerometer would measure the Newtonian limit of the
Jordan-frame metric gµν . Such a potential would be re-
lated to ΦE by the relation

ΦJ = ΦE + C∆ΦE . (26)

In the case of MEMe, the coefficient C is given by

C =
3q

16πG
. (27)

In order to preserve the traditional notation we will from
this point on work in terms of a potential U satisfying
an equation of the same form as Eq. (25). While it is
convenient to work in terms of a potential satisfying Eq.
(25), one should keep in mind that the physically relevant
potential is ΦJ , which we will relate to U as we develop
the extended PPN formalism in the next section.

The expression for ΦJ in Eq. (26) brings up a poten-
tial conceptual difficulty. If ρ has a sharp discontinuity,
as one might expect at the boundary of a star, the gra-
dient of ΦJ can be large—a similar difficulty has been
identified in the qualitatively similar EiBI theory [18].
However, a large gradient in ΦJ implies a strong grav-
itational force, which would lead to a rearrangement of
matter. One would expect this gravitational backreac-
tion on the matter distribution to drive the system away
from large gradients in ΦJ (similar arguments [19] have
been made for the corresponding difficulty in EiBI—see
also [20]).

IV. EXTENDED PPN FORMALISM

Naively, one might expect that the PPN formalism
applied to generalized coupling theories in the Einstein
frame yields a set of PPN parameters which are the same
as those of general relativity. In the MEMe model, for
instance, the theory is identical to GR if the energy-
momentum tensor Tµν as defined in Eq. (18) has the
perfect fluid form. However, as established in [1], the
Jordan-frame metric is the physically relevant metric,
since it is the metric which couples directly to matter.
Moreover, the microscopic description of matter is spec-
ified by the action of matter fields minimally coupled to
the metric in the Jordan frame and thus gives the equa-
tion of state of the matter fluid in the Jordan frame. It
is therefore appropriate to introduce the PPN potentials
and parameters in the Jordan frame. On the other hand,
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it is more convenient to perform most of the computa-
tions in the Einstein frame. Notice that the distinction
between the two frames concerns only physical systems
in which matter sources play important roles, and there-
fore it does not concern the correction to e.g. celestial
mechanics on Solar System scales.

It may be helpful to provide a brief overview of our pro-
cedure, which we first develop for a more general class of
modified gravity theories and generalized coupling the-
ories and then apply to the MEMe model. We first at-
tempt to apply the PPN formalism to the Jordan-frame
metric, but we find that to avoid higher-order derivatives
of the PPN potentials in the field equations, counterterms
must be added to the Jordan-frame metric. We then ex-
press the Einstein-frame metric in terms of Jordan-frame
variables so that we can use the simpler field equation
(17) in the PPN analysis.

A. Standard PPN formalism

We follow the conventions of [6] with the post-
Newtonian bookkeeping [with the mass density being de-
fined as ρ := ρ(1 + Π)]:

U ∼ v2 ∼ p/ρ ∼ Π ∼ O(ε), (28)

so that the velocity components vi are of order O(ε1/2).
It should be mentioned that vi, which are raised compo-
nents of the three-velocity in the Jordan frame, do not
correspond directly to the components of uµ but to the
raised index four-velocity uµ in the Jordan frame. Recall
that the distinction between uµ and uµ is necessary be-
cause there are two metric tensors in generalized coupling
models. The components of uµ have the explicit form

u =
(
u0, u0 ~v

)
, (29)

where ~v is the coordinate three-velocity of the fluid in the
Jordan-frame with components vi. In terms of Jordan
frame fluid quantities, one may use Eqs. (14) and (18) to
write the source of the gravitational field equation (17)
as follows:

Tµν = −ε (τ1 + τ2) uµ uν + τ2 gµν . (30)

Following [6] (and the coordinate conventions therein),
we introduce the conserved rest mass density ρ∗ which is
defined according to the following formula:

ρ∗ :=
√
−g u0 ρ = |A··|

√
−g u0 ρ. (31)

Given ρ∗, one may then define the following PPN poten-

tials by the differential relations:3

∆U = −4πGρ∗ (32)

∆Vi = −4πGρ∗ vi (33)

∆Wi = −4πGρ∗ vi + 2∂i∂tU (34)

∆Φ1 = −4πGρ∗ v2 (35)

∆Φ2 = −4πGρ∗ U (36)

∆Φ3 = −4πGρ∗Π (37)

∆Φ4 = −4πGp, (38)

and the following potentials by integral relations:

Φ6 = G

∫
ρ∗′

[~v · (~x− ~x′)]2

|~x− ~x′|3
d3x′ (39)

ΦW = G

∫ ∫
ρ∗′ρ∗′′

~x− ~x′

|~x− ~x′|3
·
[
~x′ − x′′

|~x′ − x′′|

]
d3x′d3x′′

(40)

−
∫ ∫

ρ∗′ρ∗′′
~x− ~x′

|~x− ~x′|3
·
[
~x− x′′

|~x′ − x′′|

]
d3x′d3x′′.

In the standard PPN formalism, the metric tensor is ex-
panded as follows:

g
00

=− 1 + 2U − 2βU2 + (2γ + 1 + α3 + ζ1 − 2ξ)Φ1

+ 2(1− 2β + ζ2 + ξ)Φ2 + 2(1 + ζ3)Φ3

+ 2(3γ + 3ζ4 − 2ξ)Φ4 − (ζ1 − 2ξ)Φ6 − 2ξΦW
(41)

g
0j

=− 1
2 (4γ + 3 + α1 − α2 + ζ1 − 2ξ)Vj

− 1
2 (1 + α2 − ζ1 + 2ξ)Wj , (42)

g
ij

=(1 + 2γU)δij . (43)

The metric is inserted into the field equations and ex-
panded to PPN order O(ε); one then matches terms pro-
portional to each of the potentials in Eqs. (32)-(40) to
obtain the PPN coefficients.

B. Extended PPN formalism

The procedure outlined in the preceding section does
not suffice for certain classes of modified gravity theories.
For instance, one might imagine in four dimensions a
rather general theory of the form (use of the Cayley-
Hamilton theorem has been employed on the rhs):

Rµν + eµν = A1(T··)T
µ
ν +A2(T··)T

µ
αT

α
ν

+A3(T··)T
µ
αT

α
βT

β
ν +B(T··) δ

µ
ν , (44)

3 We point out to the reader that while the PPN formalism in [6]
is equivalent to that of [17], the definitions of the PPN potentials
have changed (though the PPN parameters are the same); where
the PPN potentials in [17] are defined with respect to ρ, the
PPN potentials in [6] are defined with respect to ρ∗. This change
results in a change in the coefficients in front of the potentials
Φ1 and Φ2 in Eq. (46) for the metric component g̃00.
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where eµν contains additional geometric or gravitational
terms, Tµν is the energy-momentum tensor, and Ai(T

·
·)

and B(T··) are scalar functions that are polynomials in
scalar invariants of Tµν up to third order. Examples
of such a theory include the EiBI [5] or the braneworld
model of [21]. We also note that Eq. (44) is also a subcase
of the gravitational field equation given in [16].

We consider a class of type-I MMG theories in which
the source terms in the Einstein frame can be written
exclusively in terms of the energy-momentum tensor so
that eµν = 0. Expanding the rhs of Eq. (44) to post-
Newtonian order, one has a term proportional to ρ2; how-
ever, the PPN expression for the Ricci tensor does not
contain any term that can absorb such a term. One may
remedy this by adding a term to g

00
(41) of the form4

2νΨ, where Ψ is a O(ε2) potential defined by the follow-
ing:

∆Ψ := −4πG2 ρ∗ρ = −4πG2 ρ∗2 +O(ε3). (45)

We note here that unlike the standard PPN potentials,
this additional potential Ψ is dimensionful—since the
metric components must be dimensionless, it follows that
the associated parameter ν must also be dimensionful.
We attribute this to the fact that the coefficient for the
ρ2 term which appears in the PPN expansion of (44) in-
troduces an additional scale into the theory. Later, we
shall see this explicitly when applying this extended PPN
formalism to the MEMe model.

We now turn to the case of generalized coupling theo-
ries as described by Eqs. (1) and (2). For an appropriate
choice of reference frame, the extended PPN metric for
the Jordan-frame metric would take the form (note the
addition of the term 2νΨ in g̃00)

g̃00 =− 1 + 2U − 2βU2 + (2γ + 1 + α3 + ζ1 − 2ξ)Φ1

+ 2(1− 2β + ζ2 + ξ)Φ2 + 2(1 + ζ3)Φ3

+ 2(3γ + 3ζ4 − 2ξ)Φ4 − (ζ1 − 2ξ)Φ6 − 2ξΦW

+ 2νΨ, (46)

g̃0j =− 1
2 (4γ + 3 + α1 − α2 + ζ1 − 2ξ)Vj

− 1
2 (1 + α2 − ζ1 + ξ)Wj , (47)

g̃ij =(1 + 2γU)δij . (48)

However, one still encounters a difficulty when attempt-
ing to apply the standard PPN analysis to Eq. (9). As
discussed earlier, the gravitational field equations in the
Jordan frame will contain up to second-order derivatives
of Tµν . It follows that the direct application of the PPN
form to the Jordan-frame metric will introduce terms
involving second derivatives of the fluid potentials and
four-velocity, but the standard PPN formalism and the

4 Here, we follow the conventions of [6]. If one wishes to use those
of [17], one should instead add a term of the form νΨ◦, where
Ψ◦ is defined similarly to Ψ but with ρ instead of ρ∗.

extended formalism encapsulated in Eqs. (46)–(48) are
incapable of absorbing these terms. To see this, consider
the following expression for the Einstein-frame metric
gµν :

gµν = Ξ−1 Āαµ Ā
β
ν gαβ , (49)

From Eq. (4), the tensor Āαµ and the factor Ξ = Ξ(A·
·)

depend on ρ∗, Π and p, and we assume gαβ takes the
usual PPN form given in Eqs. (46)–(48). Upon expand-
ing the Ricci tensor for gµν as given by (49) into Eq. (9),
one will obtain terms containing derivatives of ρ∗, Π and
p, which cannot be absorbed by remaining terms in Eq.
(44) if eµν = 0.5

To eliminate these additional terms, we can add coun-
terterms to the metric components g̃µν given in Eqs.
(46)–(48) and then choose coefficients such that Eq. (49)
does not contain the quantities ρ∗, Π and p. In general,
the counterterms take the following form:

g00 =g̃00 + c0∆U + c1∆Φ1 + c2∆Φ2 + c3∆Φ3

+ c4∆Φ4 + cΨ∆Ψ + cw∆ΦW , (50)

g0j =g̃0j + dV ∆Vj + dW∆Wj , (51)

gij =g̃ij + e0∆Uδij (52)

where we restrict to terms of order g00 ∼ O(ε2), g0j ∼
O(ε3/2), and gij ∼ O(ε). At this stage, one may col-
lect terms of order ε in g00 which yields the Newtonian
potential in the Jordan frame:

ΦJ = U + (c0/2)∆U, (53)

consistently with what was obtained in (26). We then
choose the coefficients c0−4,Ψ,w, dV,W and e0 so that the
Einstein-frame metric takes the desired form:

g00 =− 1 + 2U − 2βU2 + (2γ + 1 + α3 + ζ1 − 2ξ)Φ1

+ 2(1− 2β + ζ2 + ξ)Φ2 + 2(1 + ζ3)Φ3

+ 2(3γ + 3ζ4 − 2ξ)Φ4 − (ζ1 − 2ξ)Φ6 − 2ξΦW

+ 2νΨ, (54)

g0j =− 1
2 (4γ + 3 + α1 − α2 + ζ1 − 2ξ)Vj

− 1
2 (1 + α2 − ζ1 + 2ξ)Wj , (55)

gij =(1 + 2γU)δij . (56)

where again we restrict to terms of order g00 ∼ O(ε2),
g0j ∼ O(ε3/2), and gij ∼ O(ε). The reader should keep

5 One might suppose that eµν contains terms with derivatives of
ρ∗, Π and p, which can cancel the additional terms introduced
by Ξ and Āαµ. Derivatives of ρ∗, Π and p correspond to higher-
order (> 2) derivatives of the potentials, which correspond to
higher-order derivatives of the metric—one then has a higher-
order theory of gravity, which (excluding frame-dependent theo-
ries like Hořava-Lifshitz gravity [22] and a certain class of type-II
MMG theories [23–26]) generically suffers from Ostrogradskian
instability [27, 28].
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in mind here that all of the potentials in this expression
are those appearing in Eqs. (46)–(48), which are defined
with respect to Jordan-frame fluid quantities. Therefore
this expression is not a PPN expansion of the Einstein-
frame metric—rather, one should think of Eqs. (54)–(56)
as the Einstein-frame metric expressed in terms of (PPN
expanded) Jordan-frame quantities.

It is worth mentioning at this point that to post-
Newtonian order, the metric gµν retains the form ex-
pected for the PPN gauge in the sense that the spatial
components gij do not acquire cross terms. It should
also be mentioned that we are in fact working in a PPN
gauge since g̃ij is diagonal and depends strictly on the
potentials (32)–(40)—from Ch. 4 of [6], we expect that
a non-PPN gauge will introduce an additional potential.
To clarify, one first chooses the gauge in which g̃µν has
the form given in Eqs. (46)–(48); after the gauge is cho-
sen, the set of counterterms in Eqs. (50)–(52) for gµν is
sufficient to characterize the PPN expansion.

The proposed modification to the PPN parameteriza-
tion has been motivated by necessity; without these mod-
ifications, one cannot apply the PPN formalism to a class
of type-I MMGs and GCTs whose equations of motion
can be written in the form of Eq. (44) (with eµν = 0),
including the MEMe model. Though we have provided
here a preliminary discussion regarding the theoretical
interpretation for the new potential Ψ, it is perhaps ap-
propriate to also understand the physical interpretation
of Ψ and the counterterms in a phenomenological con-
text. We will attempt to address this point in later sec-
tions by studying the net effect of these quantities on
some post-Newtonian systems in the MEMe model.

C. MEMe model coefficients

We now apply the extended PPN formalism described
above to the MEMe model. First, we note that in Eq.
(49), Ξ = 1 for the MEMe model [compare Eqs. (2) and
(6) and recall that A = 4 on shell]. We then demand
that the Einstein-frame metric gµν has the form given in
Eqs. (54)–(56), and upon comparison with Eq. (49) for
the MEMe model, one obtains the following values for
the coefficients of the counterterms:

c0 =
3q

8πG
, c1 =

5q

16πG
, c2 = −3(3γ + 2)q

8πG
,

c3 =
3q

8πG
, c4 =

3q

8πG
, cΨ =

21q2

64πG2
, (57)

e0 =
q

8πG
, cw = 0, dV = − q

2πG
, dW = 0. (58)

The expression for the Einstein-frame metric gµν in
Eqs. (54)–(56) is then substituted into Eq.(17), and we
find that all of the standard PPN parameters are exactly
the same as that of general relativity (γ = β = 1, all
others zero). However, the new parameter ν, which has

the value ν = 0 in general relativity, has the following
value in the MEMe model:

ν =
3q

2G
. (59)

As anticipated by our remarks in the preceding section,
the parameter ν corresponds to the scale q = 1/λ that
appears in the MEMe model.

V. MONOPOLE TERM FOR PPN POTENTIALS

A. General analysis

We will now investigate the physical effects of the mod-
ification of the PPN monopole term associated with Ψ.
We begin by assuming that the matter distribution is
compact and static (so that vi = 0) and consider what
happens outside the matter distribution. One may then
define an effective gravitational potential in the following
manner:

Φ :=
1

2

(
1 + g00 + 2β U2

)
. (60)

Outside a matter distribution, the counterterms vanish—
recall that outside of a matter distribution, the Einstein-
and Jordan-frame metrics coincide. For a theory with
no preferred location effects (ξ = 0), the effective gravi-
tational potential takes the form (we set vi = 0 so that
Φ1 = Φ6 = 0)

Φ = U + 2β2 Φ2 + β3 Φ3 + 3β4 Φ4 + νΨ. (61)

where (following the reasoning in Chap. 40 of [29]):

β2 :=
1

2
(1− 2β + ζ2)

β3 := 1 + ζ3

β4 := γ + ζ4.

(62)

Note that up to an overall factor of 2, Φ consists of all
terms in g00 such that ∆Φ can be written as an algebraic
function of ρ, Π, p, and U up to fourth order in ε. We
consider the case where the gravitational theory is fully
conservative, with the parameter choices α1 = α2 = α3 =
ζ1 = ζ2 = ζ3 = ζ4 = 0 (in addition to ξ = 0); one has
β2 = (1− 2β)/2, β3 = 1, and β4 = γ.

We now consider the multipole expansion for the New-
tonian potential:

Φ(x) =

∫
Gρe(x

′)

|x− x′|
d3x′, (63)

where ρe is an effective energy density given by

ρe = ρ∗
[
1 + 2β2 U + β3 Π + 3β4 p/ρ

∗ + ν Gρ

]
. (64)
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The monopole moment is given by

Φ(x) =
GM

r
+O(r−2), (65)

where

M :=

∫
ρe(x

′) d3x′. (66)

The definition given in Eqs. (64) and (66) is motivated
by Eq. (40.4) in [29]; it is in fact identical in the limit
ν → 0.

For the case of a stationary spherical mass Wi = Vi =
0, A = Φ1 = 0. Making use of the fact that ρ2

e = ρ∗2 +
O(ε3), and keeping only the monopole terms, the metric
to post-Newtonian order is [cf. Eq. (40.3) of [29]]:

g00 =− 1 +
2GM

r
− 2β G2M2

r2
(67)

g0j = 0, (68)

gij =

[
1 +

2 γ GM

r

]
δij . (69)

It follows that for a spherically symmetric matter dis-
tribution, the additional PPN potential can be absorbed
into the mass, as one might have expected. This suggests
that outside of a spherically symmetric matter distribu-
tion, the effects of the additional potential Ψ cannot be
disentangled from the other potentials.

To distinguish the effects of the potential Ψ and pa-
rameter ν, one should consider the internal structure of
the source. In particular, if one has a detailed model for
the source itself, it may be possible to disentangle the
effects of the parameter ν from the total mass of a spher-
ical source. To see how one might distinguish the effects
of an additional potential Ψ, we consider a given matter
distribution and split the mass M into two parts: one
which depends on the original PPN parameters and one
which depends on the new parameter ν. Defining the
potential

Φ̄ := Φ− νΨ (70)

and defining ρ̄e := ρe − ν Gρ∗ρ, one has the result

Φ̄(x) =
GM̄

r
+O(r−2), (71)

where the mass defined with respect to the original PPN
potentials takes the form

M̄ :=

∫
ρ̄e(x

′) d3x′. (72)

Now we consider the standard multipole expansion for
the new PPN potential:

Ψ(x) =

∫
G2 ρ∗(x′)ρ(x′)

|x− x′|
d3x′. (73)

Now ρ∗ρ = ρ̄2
e + O(ε3). The monopole moment is given

by

Ψ(x) =
G2 µ2

r
+O(r−2), (74)

where

µ2 :=

∫
ρ∗(x′)ρ(x′) d3x′ =

∫
ρ̄e(x

′)2 d3x′+O(ε3). (75)

The relationship between M̄ and µ2 is sensitive to the
internal structure of the source. For instance, if one con-
siders the following Gaussian profile for ρ̄e:

ρ̄e(x) =
M̄(√
2π σ

)3 exp

[
− r2

2σ2

]
, (76)

then one has for µ2

µ2 =
M̄2

8π3/2 σ3
. (77)

Note that µ2 depends on the size σ for the source. Moti-
vated by the Gaussian expression, one can use Eq. (77)
as a parameterization for the internal structure of the
source, with σ being a parameter which represents a char-
acteristic length scale for the source. It follows that6

M = M̄ + ν
GM̄ ρ̄C

6
√
π

, (78)

where ρ̄C := 3M̄/4πσ3 is the compactness of the source.
Given some matter distribution, the mass M̄ is the post-
Newtonian mass in the GR limit ν → 0 for the MEMe
parameter choice.

B. MEMe model analysis

It should be mentioned that this dependence on the
compactness is only apparent when a detailed description
of matter is taken into account. Since MEMe coincides
with GR outside matter sources, the inertial mass outside
the source is equivalent to the gravitating mass M . It fol-
lows that one can only compute the difference between
the GR value M̄ and the MEMe value M when comput-
ing the gravitating mass directly from the density. To
understand this difference, consider lowering a particle
with a small mass m into a matter distribution satisfy-
ing the distribution in (76). We consider this process in
the Einstein frame since the gravitating mass M in the
MEMe model is defined in this frame. The gravitational

6 We note that a σ-dependent shift in the mass was seen in a
different model obtained from considering quantum corrections
to the gravitational potential to post-Newtonian order—see Eq.
(2.74) of [30] and also the approach in [31].
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binding energy between the particle and the matter dis-
tribution is given by m

[
Φ− βU2

]
= m

[
Φ̄− βU2 + νΨ

]
,

where

Ψ(x) =
G2 M̄ ρ̄C

6
√
π

erf
(
r
σ

)
r

. (79)

As discussed in [1], a stability argument suggests that
q < 0, which in turn suggests ν < 0. Since Ψ(x) > 0,
the gravitational binding energy of the particle within
a matter distribution is decreased in the MEMe model
compared to GR. This result indicates that in the MEMe
model, the gravitating mass of an object outside matter
sources is less than the sum of its parts due to a weak-
ening of the gravitational binding energy. If the inertial
mass and the gravitating mass of an object in a vacuum
are the same, then one may then place constraints on the
parameter ν by measuring the mass of an object, disas-
sembling it into its constituent parts, and measuring the
mass of the individual components.

C. Constraints on the MEMe model

One can in principle place a constraint on the param-
eter ν without requiring the equivalence of inertial and
gravitating masses. To see this, first note that one can
interpret Eq. (78) as resulting from a dependence in the
effective gravitational constant on the compactness ρ̄C
of the source. For a source mass M̄ and the Gaussian
profile one has the following expression for the effective
gravitational constant:

Geff = G0

[
1 +

ν G0 ρ̄C
6
√
π

]
. (80)

Recent experiments [9] with spherical stainless steel (SS
316) source masses, which have a density of ∼ 7.87 ×
103 Kg/m3, constrain Newton’s constant to a fractional
uncertainty of about 3× 10−5. While the experiment in
[9] alone cannot place a constraint on ν, one might imag-
ine a variation of the experiment in which the spheri-
cal source masses can be disassembled into thick spheri-
cal shells. If the same experiment is performed for each
shell individually and then again for the fully reassem-
bled source mass, one can search for differences in the
effective gravitational constant—such differences are evi-
dent of a weakening or strengthening of the gravitational
binding energy when masses are brought together. As-
suming that fractional uncertainties similar to those of [9]
can be achieved, one can in principle constrain ν up to a
value on the order of ν ∼ 10−7 m3/Kg, or 10−24 m3/J, in
units of inverse energy. This in turn can place a strong
constraint on q:

|q| / 10−24 m3/J. (81)

which is 10 orders of magnitude stronger than the speed
of light constraint (|q| < 2 × 10−14 m3/J) in [1], though

still 12 orders of magnitude weaker than scales corre-
sponding to the inverse of the highest energy densities
(∼ 14GeV/fm3 ≈ 2.2× 1036J/m3) probed in accelerator
experiments to date [32, 33], and 26 orders of magnitude
weaker than that from a TeV-scale breakdown.

VI. LAPLACIAN COUNTERTERMS AND
ORBITS

A. Circular orbits for conservative theories

We focus now on the effect of the Laplacian countert-
erms in the modified PPN metric (50)–(52) on circular
geodesics in the post-Newtonian limit. For simplicity,
we assume that matter sources are spherically symmet-
ric and stationary, so that Vi = 0, Wi = 0, Φ1 = 0, and
Φ6 = 0. We also consider a conservative theory, which
corresponds to the choice α1 = α2 = α3 = ζ1 = ζ2 =
ζ3 = ζ4 = 0 in the original PPN analysis of [6]. The line
element then has the form (dΩ2 being the line element
on the unit two-sphere):

ds2 = f dt2 + h
(
dr2 + r2 dΩ2

)
. (82)

To simplify the analysis, we neglect internal energy den-
sity and internal pressure. The functions f and h take
the following forms:

f =− 1 + 2U − 2U2 + c0∆U − 2Φ2 + c2∆Φ2

+ 2νΨ + cΨ∆Ψ, (83)

h =1 + 2U − e0∆U. (84)

For a spherically symmetric matter distribution, one can
obtain solutions for the potentials by directly integrating
a Poisson equation of the form ∆ψ = −4πGρs, which in
spherical symmetry may be written explicitly:

1

r2

∂

∂r

(
r2 ∂ψ(r)

∂r

)
= −4πGρs(r) (85)

where ρs is a source function. This can be integrated to
obtain the solution

ψ(r) = C1 +

∫ r

r0

1

y2

[
C2 − 4πG

∫ y

y0

ρs(y
′) y′

2
dy′
]
dy.

(86)
Given a Jordan-frame geodesic xµ(τ) parameterized by

proper time τ , one has the following conserved quantities:

e = gµ0
dxµ

dτ
= f

dt

dτ
,

l = gµ3
dxµ

dτ
= r2 h

dφ

dτ
.

(87)

From the unit norm condition for the four-velocity, one
can show that the specific energy e must have the form:

e2 = −f h
(
dr

dτ

)2

− f

r2 h
l2 − f. (88)
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The effective potential may be obtained by considering
the turning point (dr/dτ = 0) expression for e2:

Veff = −f
[
l2

r2 h
+ 1

]
. (89)

We now consider circular orbits and assume spherical
symmetry [f = f(r), h = h(r)]; circular orbits lie at the
minima of the effective potential and are given by the
condition V ′eff (r) = 0. One can solve V ′eff (r) = 0 for the
specific angular momentum l to obtain

l = r h

√
r f ′

f (r h′ + 2h)− r h f ′
, (90)

and a comparison with Eq. (87) yields the proper tan-
gential velocity:

r
dφ

dτ
=

l

r h(r)
. (91)

From the line element Eq. (82), one has dt/dτ =√
−f(r)− h(r) v2, which yields the tangential coordinate

velocity:

v(r) ≡ r dφ
dt

=

√
−rf ′(r)

rh′(r) + 2h(r)
. (92)

B. Circular orbits in the MEMe model

The MEMe model is a conservative theory in the sense
of [6], as the standard PPN parameters are the same as
that of GR. The extra parameters in the extended PPN
formalism have the values given in Eqs. (57)–(59), which
differ from that of GR, so one expects circular orbits in
the MEMe model to differ from those of GR, given some
profile for the matter distribution. We first consider a
Gaussian profile:

ρ∗ = ρ0 e
−r2/2σ2

, (93)

with ρ0 being the central density and σ a characteristic
scale. Equation (86) may be used to obtain the poten-
tials:

U =
2
√

2π3/2Gρ0 σ
3

r
erf

[
r√
2σ

]
,

Φ2 =− 4π5/2G2 ρ2
0 σ

4

r

{
erf

[
r√
2σ

](√
π r erf

[
r√
2σ

]
+ 2
√

2σ e−
r2

2σ2

)
− 2σ erf

[ r
σ

]}
,

Ψ =
π3/2G2 ρ2

0 σ
3

r
erf
[ r
σ

]
, (94)

which may be used to compute the tangential velocity
v(r) as given by Eq. (92). It turns out that a large

modulus for q is required to obtain rotation curves that
differ from q = 0 in a discernible way. For the Gaussian
model, the tangential velocity of a circular orbit as a
function of radius (rotation curve) is plotted in Fig. 1,
for the parameter choices ρ0 = 10−6 and σ = 1 (with
G = c = 1), with one curve corresponding to q = 0 and
another corresponding to q = 10. The rotation curve for
q = 10 is virtually identical to that of q = 0 at large
radii (as illustrated in the plot for the difference ∆v :=
vGR − vMEMe) and has an increased value for relatively
small values of r. One might expect this behavior; for
instance, one may note that c0∆U ∝ −qρ > 0 (for q <
0) and upon comparison, one finds that the slope for
c0∆U(r) ∝ ρ∗(r) [as given by Eq. (93)] matches the slope
for the potential U(r); it follows that the counterterms
enhance the force in the radial direction, which in turn
increases v(r). The convergence to the GR rotation curve
at large r is expected, as one expects the MEMe model
to converge to GR at low density. These general features
persist in the other examples we consider.

(a)
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(b)
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FIG. 1. Plot (a) illustrates tangential velocity v of circular
orbits for the Gaussian matter distribution (93). Two cases
are compared: q = 0 [in blue] and q = −10 [in orange], and
our parameter choices are ρ0 = 10−6 and σ = 1 (with G =
c = 1). It should be mentioned that for |q| 6= 0, v(r) generally
becomes imaginary for values of r > 0 less than some value.
Plot (b) illustrates the difference in rotation curves, where
∆v = vGR − vMEMe.
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Another relevant matter profile is the isothermal one:

ρ∗ =
Mh

4π ah r2
. (95)

Such a profile is known to yield flat rotation curves in
Newtonian gravity and is of interest (upon regularization
of the singularity at r = 0) for modeling dark matter ha-
los. The curve v(r) is plotted in Fig. 2 for the parameter
choices Mh = 10−2 and ah = 103. Again, one sees be-
havior similar to that of the Gaussian case—the q = −10
curve only differs (and has a lower value) from the q = 0
case at small values for r, as expected. The divergence
in the rotation curves at small r is expected, since ρ∗ di-
verges in the limit r → 0. In Fig. 3, we plot v(r) for the
combined Gaussian and isothermal matter distributions

ρ∗ = ρ0 e
−r2/2σ2

+
Mh

4π ah r2
, (96)

with the same parameter values as those of Figs. 1 and
2. Again, we note the velocities are increased at small r.
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r0.000
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0.008
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FIG. 2. This plot illustrates tangential velocity v of circular
orbits for the isothermal matter distribution (95). Two cases
are compared: q = 0 [in blue] and q = −10 [in orange], and
the parameter choices here are Mh = 10−2 and ah = 103

(with G = c = 1). Again, as in Fig. 1, for q 6= 0, v(r)
becomes imaginary for values of r > 0 less than some value.

In all cases, we find that while the Laplacian countert-
erms have some effect on the behavior of rotation curves,
the value of q must be rather large in order to distinguish
the MEMe model and GR, and even then, this occurs
only at small values of r, as illustrated in the plots for
∆v. If one expects the MEMe model to break down at
the TeV scale, then 1/|q| is expected to be 30 orders of
magnitude larger than the average density of Earth; for
realistic astrophysical systems (galaxies), one might ex-
pect 1/|q| and the matter density to differ by an even
greater amount. For the Gaussian example, the central
density ρ0 in Fig. 1 is 6 orders of magnitude below the
density scale 1/|q| = 10−1 at which the MEMe model
breaks down. For the isothermal example, the average
density 3Mh/4πa

3
h is 11 orders of magnitude below the

density scale 1/|q| = 10−1.
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FIG. 3. Rotation curves for the combined Gaussian (93) and
isothermal matter distributions (95), using the same param-
eter choices as in Figs. 1 and 2.

While these results suggest that signatures of the
MEMe model are unlikely to appear in galactic rota-
tion curves and dilute matter distributions, the MEMe
model may still produce measurable differences in the
interiors of neutron stars. The density for a neutron
star is roughly an order of magnitude less than the high-
est energy-density (∼ 14GeV/fm3 ≈ 2.2 × 1036J/m3)
states of matter probed to date in accelerator experi-
ments [32, 33]. If the scale for the cutoff density is as-
sumed to be an order of magnitude higher than that of
the quark-gluon density, so that it is 2 orders of magni-
tude higher than the neutron star density, then upon
modeling a neutron star with a Gaussian matter dis-
tribution, the term c0∆U can become comparable to
−2Φ2 deep within the distribution. In particular, one
can choose ρ0 = M/2

√
2π3/2σ3, with the normalization

M = G = 1 and σ = 6. In this case, the magnitude
of the counterterm c0∆U is roughly ∼ 0.75 of the post-
Newtonian correction −2Φ2 when r = σ/10, though at
the same radius, one finds −c0∆U/2U2 ∼ 1.2 × 10−3

and −c0∆U/2U ∼ 1.7× 10−4, so the corrections are still
rather small. However, this rough calculation suggests
that the corrections from the MEMe model may modify
the properties of the Neutron star in a measurable way.

VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this article, we have extended the PPN formal-
ism to handle a subclass of type-I MMGs and GCTs,
and have applied the extended formalism to the MEMe
model. Outside matter sources the Einstein frame and
the Jordan frame coincide with each other and the field
equations in either frame agree with those in GR. How-
ever, in the nonvacuum case, a PPN analysis for GCTs
and the MEMe model should be performed with respect
to the Jordan-frame metric gµν . In fact, matter is mini-
mally coupled to the Jordan-frame metric gµν , and it is
in this sense that the Jordan-frame metric is the physi-
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cal metric. In order to perform a PPN analysis for gµν ,
it is necessary to introduce an additional (dimensionful)
potential Ψ and counterterms (the latter vanish outside
a matter distribution) constructed from the Laplacians
of the PPN potentials. This can be understood consider-
ing the form of the field equations in the Jordan frame,
which contains the energy density and its derivative up
to the second order. We have found that with the excep-
tion of the counterterm parameters and the parameter ν
associated with Ψ, the parameters in the extended PPN
formalism are the same as those of GR.

The new potential Ψ and its associated parameter ν are
not dimensionless. One might ask whether it is possible
to define a dimensionless potential from Ψ. This can be
done by choosing an appropriate length scale; however,
such a procedure is not necessarily model independent.
For example, to post-Newtonian order, a theory having
the form of Eq. (44) would necessarily include a ρ∗2

term on the rhs, the coefficient of which would introduce
an additional scale. Indeed, each of the additional co-
efficients appearing on the rhs will introduce additional
scales, and any of these can provide a reference scale to
make Ψ dimensionless. To avoid the choice of one scale
rather than the other, here we have chosen to leave Ψ
and ν dimensionful.

Given some compact, spherical matter distribution, we
have considered the monopole term in a standard multi-
pole expansion and have found that to post-Newtonian
order, the MEMe model is indistinguishable from GR in
vacuum regions outside the matter distribution. This is
not particularly surprising, as the Einstein- and Jordan-
frame metrics coincide in vacuum, and one can for a sin-
gle fluid in the Einstein frame absorb the differences from
GR by a redefinition of fluid density and pressure. How-
ever, the differences between MEMe and GR become ap-
parent when the details of the matter distribution are
taken into account. The monopole expansion indicates
that in MEMe, the effective gravitational constant G de-
pends on the internal structure of the source masses, and
we argue that one can use this dependence to place strong
constraints on the free parameter q of MEMe. In partic-
ular, we argue that (conceptual issues aside; see the next
paragraph) a modification of the experiment described
in [9] may improve the constraint on q over the speed of
light constraint of [1] by 10 orders of magnitude. In par-
ticular, we propose an experiment in which the spherical
source masses are disassembled into concentric “thick”
shells, and the active gravitational masses of the individ-
ual shells and the assembled spheres are compared.

This proposal might bring up a conceptual issue re-
garding the gravitational binding energy between concen-
tric thick shells of matter. In GR, this situation can be
treated using the standard junction and thin-shell formal-
ism of Israel [34]. Since the geometry outside the shells is
essentially that of GR, one might ask whether the bind-
ing energy is modified at all. This question depends on
the behavior of the theory at the boundaries of spatially
compact matter distributions, which can be rather sub-

tle in certain theories of modified gravity. In the case of
EiBI gravity [5], which shares a structure similar to that
of the MEMe model in the weak-field limit [it falls into
the class of models described by Eq. (44) and has a New-
tonian potential resembling Eq. (26)], it was argued in
[18] that discontinuities in matter distributions, such as
those at the boundaries of stars, can generate unaccept-
able curvature singularities in EiBI gravity. However, we
have argued that in the Newtonian limit of the MEMe
model, such singularities correspond to strong gravita-
tional forces acting on matter which lead to a rearrange-
ment of matter distributions, so that the gravitational
backreaction may resolve such singularities—similar ar-
guments have been made for EiBI theory [19] (see also
[20]). A detailed investigation of this issue beyond the
Newtonian limit in the MEMe model will be left for fu-
ture work.

Finally, we compared the post-Newtonian predictions
of the MEMe model and GR within a matter distribu-
tion to understand the effects of the counterterms that
appear in the gravitational potential. In particular, we
studied the behavior of circular geodesics in the pres-
ence of spherically symmetric Gaussian and isothermal
matter distributions. Plots of the tangential velocity ro-
tation curves indicate that the predictions of the MEMe
model only differ significantly from that of GR only for
high matter densities and large values for the parame-
ter q. It follows from this result that the MEMe model
alone cannot describe galactic rotation curves in the ab-
sence of dark matter—in fact, the MEMe model (slightly)
increases orbital velocities at small radii—and the differ-
ences in the behavior of geodesics between the MEMe
model and GR are minimal even within a distribution
of dark matter. These results also indicate that, in gen-
eral, the counterterms do not have a strong effect on the
geodesics unless the parameter q is increased to an un-
realistically large value. On the other hand, a rough es-
timate suggests that, for a cutoff density 1/q an order
of magnitude higher than the highest densities probed
in accelerator experiments, the MEMe model may yield
measurable corrections to the properties of neutron stars.

In the present paper, we have considered the MEMe
model as a type-I MMG theory and have focused on
its gravitational aspects. Alternatively, in the Einstein
frame, one can consider the MEMe model as a theory of
a modified matter action minimally coupled to GR. In-
deed, after integrating out the auxiliary tensor field Aµ

α

the matter action in the Einstein frame is modified in
such a way that the fields in the standard model of par-
ticle physics acquire additional (renormalizable and non-
renormalizable) interactions among themselves. In future
work, it is certainly interesting to study phenomenologi-
cal consequences of those extra interactions (that remain
even in the G → 0 limit) and their implications to col-
lider physics, cosmic rays, early Universe cosmology, and
so on.

The extended PPN formalism developed in the present
paper may be applied to some of other type-I MMG the-
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ories. It is worthwhile investigating the PPN constraints
on theories in this class and also extending the formalism
so that it can be applied to other type-I MMG theories
and some type-II MMG theories as well.
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